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Foreword

The crisis of anti-Semitism threatening our nation 
and our universities has only grown in recent years. In the 
following essays, Richard L. Cravatts exposes the lies and 
misrepresentations of the pro-Palestinian movement on 
American campuses, revealing its true roots in the ancient 
animus of Jew hatred and the genocidal threat of Islamic 
supremacism. 

Cravatts describes in detail the hostile climate that BDS 
activists have created for Jewish students on campus who are 
accused of racism for supporting a Jewish state and denied equal 
participation in student affairs. He parses the warped logic of 
pro-Palestinian activists who declare Israel to be illegitimate 
while championing the non-existent nation of “Palestine” and 
who claim that Palestinians are merely seeking a homeland 
while chanting genocidal slogans celebrating the forthcoming 
destruction of Israel. 

“The notion of ‘two states living sides by side in peace,’ as 
the oft-repeated refrain goes, is, and always has been, of complete 
irrelevance to the Arabs,” writes Cravatts. “The creation of a 
new Arab state is not the sought-after goal; what is the actual 
goal is the extirpation of the Jewish one.”

Delving into the malignant activism of Students for 
Justice in Palestine (SJP), the preeminent campus anti-Israel 
group, Cravatts describes how “SJP conveniently ignores the 
reality of Arab aggression and the unrelenting attempts over 
decades by homicidal psychopaths to murder Jews with 
knives, cars, guns, rockets, and explosive suicide vests.” “Of 
course,” he adds, “in the BDS campaign, no mention is ever 
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made of Arab terror and incitement against the Jewish state. 
No suggestions are made to the Palestinians that they recognize 
Israel and make efforts to build their state without further 
incitement and repeated rejection of peace offers.”

Cravatts also calls out the pro-Palestinian “crybullies” that 
dominate academia; students and faculty alike who spew anti-
Semitic vitriol on social media but then claim they are being 
silenced and threatened when Jewish groups call attention to 
their hateful remarks.   

“The fact that so many demonstrators feel comfortable 
with openly supporting a terrorist group with the single purpose 
of murdering Jews indicates quite dramatically how prevalent, 
and acceptable, genocidal Jew-hatred has become on campuses 
in America and Europe,” Cravatts concludes. This succinct but 
impactful collection of essays provides an essential antidote to 
the perverse Jew hatred and pro-terrorist sentiment that have 
overtaken American campuses. 

-Sara Dogan, National Campus Director, David Horowitz 
Freedom Center
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Jewish Students Under Attack

The hostile climate on university campuses that targets Jews.

As yet more evidence that Jewish students have continued 
to be targets of bias on university campuses, a Spring 2021 poll 
by the Louis D. Brandeis Center for Human Rights Under Law, 
together with the Cohen Research Group, revealed that 65% of 
students in the leading Jewish fraternity and sorority have “felt 
unsafe” on campus, while 50% of students surveyed have felt 
“the need to hide their identity.”

The study, which surveyed 1,027 members of the Alpha 
Epsilon Pi (AEPi) fraternity and Alpha Epsilon Phi (AEPhi) 
sorority, confirmed what many observers have already witnessed; 
namely, that half of students have masked their Jewish identity 
and that more than fifty percent have felt it necessary to hide 
their support of Israel. Additionally, of those polled, some two-
thirds experienced or were familiar with anti-Semitic incidents 
that occurred over the previous four months.

While, sadly, bias against Jewish students still includes 
examples of what might be termed “classic anti-Semitism,” 
aspersions against Jews as a religion or people, what the poll 
referred to as “traditional anti-Semitic tropes,” the thornier 
issue of identifying the new anti-Semitism is that it has emerged 
as part and parcel of the university’s war against Israel. So, 
while jokes about Jews and stereotypes of them being “greedy” 
or “cheap” still persist, the unfortunate side-product of pro-
Palestinian, anti-Israel advocacy is that it frequently morphs 
into something closer to anti-Semitic speech and behavior than 
mere “criticism of Israel.”

Thus, sentiment such as “The ‘Jewish Lobby’ has too much 
power in the United States” or “Zionism is a form of White 
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Supremacy,” both of which were encountered by students 
being polled, suggests that the identity of Jews as the logical 
supporters of Zionism and the Jewish state is relevant to the 
biased person who expresses such thoughts. When sentiments 
are expressed like “Israel treats Palestinians how the Nazis 
treated the Jews” and derogatory statements such as “Zionists 
are murderers,” both of which were also revealed in the poll, 
it is clear that biases against Jews are regularly conflated with, 
and arise as a result of, the existence and behavior of the Jewish 
state.

These findings, along with other reports that have tracked 
anti-Israel activism as a source of anti-Semitism, make clear the 
relationship with active pro-Palestinian advocacy on campuses 
and an increase in frequency and extent of anti-Israel, anti-
Semitic behavior.

Much of that anti-Israel agitation emanates from the 
poisonous pro-Palestinian advocacy of such noxious student 
groups as Student for Justice in Palestine (SJP), which has a 
particularly odious record on campuses nationwide with its 
pattern of radicalism, misbehavior, toxic speech, and regular 
instances of overtly anti-Semitic behavior. That radicalism has 
been problematic, particularly since research findings by the 
AMCHA Initiative, an organization that tracks anti-Semitism 
and anti-Israel activism at universities, “indicate a significant 
increase in actions which directly harm or threaten Jewish 
students, including physical and verbal assaults, destruction of 
property, harassment discrimination and suppression of speech, 
at schools with an SJP or similar anti-Zionist chapter.”

Equally serious was the report’s findings that SJP’s presence 
resulted in “incidents of Israel-related anti-Semitic harassment 
increase[ing] 70%.”  And, based on SJP’s obsession with calls 
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to boycott only Israel and suppress any and all dialogue in 
support of Israel, Zionism, or Jews—SJP’s actions on campuses 
have the end effect that “attempts to exclude Jewish and pro-
Israel students from campus activities more than doubled, with 
expression calling for the total boycott or exclusion of pro-
Israel students from campus life nearly tripling.”

Pro-Palestinian activists promiscuously declare that their 
relentless anti-Zionism and denunciation of Israel has nothing 
at all to do with the fact that Israel happens to be the only 
Jewish state on the globe, or that attacks on Zionism, with the 
concomitant claim that Zionism equates racism, are not attacks 
on “Jewness” itself. But Zionism is not merely some type of 
political ideology; and activists’ attempts to separate Zionism 
from Judaism are misguided and based on a misunderstanding 
of what Zionism is—Jewish self-determination.

In a lawsuit against the University of Illinois, Urbana 
Champagne, for instance, the Brandeis Center chronicled 
how that school’s SJP chapter had turned Zionist students into 
white supremacists, conflating what they perceive to be the 
racist character of Zionism as being part and parcel of white 
supremacy, thereby slandering both Zionism and Jews. The 
Brandeis Center’s examples of anti-Semitic behavior on the 
UIUC campus noted, as one example, that shortly after the 
“2017 white supremacist rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, 
Students for Justice in Palestine at UIUC (“SJP”) organized a 
rally on UIUC’s campus entitled ‘Smashing Fascism: Radical 
Resistance Against White Supremacy.’”

According to the case materials, “SJP promoted the 
rally by insisting that ‘[t]here is no room for fascists, white 
supremacists, or Zionists at UIUC.’ SJP later argued on its 
Facebook page that there exists an ‘unholy union of American 
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fascists, white supremacists, and Zionists,’ and encouraged 
‘violent resistance’—including, if necessary, ‘full-scale armed 
conflict’—in response. During the rally itself, SJP’s president 
led the crowd in a chant of, ‘No Zionists! No KKK! Resisting 
fascists all the way!’”

SJP may try to convince themselves and others that its 
rhetoric is only directed at the racist ideology of Zionism and the 
misbehavior of Israel in its alleged repression of the Palestinians, 
but it is clear from these statements and proclamations that 
Jewish students who support Israel may experience some 
palpable discomfort at witnessing such threats, denunciations, 
and accusations about the irredeemably evil Jewish state and its 
alleged racist, white supremacist behavior.

There are obvious consequences to the belief that Jews 
are essentially evil and want to manipulate others for selfish 
ends: these tropes are essential components of classical anti-
Semitism, and the BDS movement, and many of its principal 
spokespeople are regularly and often rightfully accused of 
being anti-Semitic and using boycotts to reinforce anti-Jewish 
sentiment worldwide, even while it is perniciously disguised as 
merely being a campaign of social justice.

This recent thrust in their tactical assault against Israel, 
using the hysteria that showed itself after Trump’s election 
about a phantom alt-right infecting government and academia to 
justify a more aggressive bludgeoning of the Jewish state, means 
that Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) and other radical 
campus groups and individuals have felt no compunction at all 
in increasing the tenor and intensity of their tactical assault on 
Israel and using the current political climate to reinforce a new 
slur—white supremacy—against it.

Some of that tactical poison flows to campuses through 
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The U.S. Campaign for Palestinian Rights (USCPR), a coalition 
of hundreds of organizations that “is ‘at the very heart’ of the 
global Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS) Movement’s 
efforts to isolate Israel in the U.S,” and which provides resources 
for radical student groups such as SJP. “Since Trump came to 
power, we have seen a very open alliance between Zionists and 
white supremacists,” the organization’s website announced 
definitively. “This alliance becomes all the clearer when we 
look at the shared histories and values of the United States and 
Israel,” since “Both the United States and Israel are European 
settler colonial states built on the exclusionary ideology of 
white supremacy,” and “Zionism and the US empire, both 
manifestations of white supremacy, collaborate closely to 
achieve shared goals.”

This toxic view has taken hold on university campuses. 
At the University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign’s SJP chapter, 
for example, this hateful ideology was on full display when, 
in a September 2017 Facebook post, the group announced that 
since “there is no room for fascists, white supremacists, or 
Zionists at UIUC,” they had organized a rally called “Smashing 
Fascism: Radical Resistance Against White Supremacy.” It 
would hopefully occur to any sentient being that characterizing 
Zionists as keeping company with or in fact being fascists and 
white supremacists is not only a historically grotesque notion, 
it would also seem to be self-contradictory.

And this assumption is dangerous because, if it is accepted 
by other leftist and radical campus groups, it will mean that, as 
the UN infamously achieved in 1975, Zionism again will be 
equivalent to racism, and any supporters of Israel can thereby 
be condemned and thrown into that ideological bucket of white 
supremacists, racists, and neo-Nazis that now seem to so animate 
the imaginations of Democrats, liberals, and marginalized and 
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oppressed minorities.

It is no surprise, obviously, that when campuses attempt to 
adopt the International Holocaust Remembrance Association’s 
(IHRA) working definition of anti-Semitism, the anti-Israel 
crowd is the first to reject its use and complain about being 
unfairly targeted for being the bigots they actually are, precisely 
because much of their behavior and speech conforms to some 
of the definition’s criteria. Some of those points include, 
for instance, “denying the Jewish people their right to self-
determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State 
of Israel is a racist endeavor,” “drawing comparisons of 
contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis,” and “holding 
Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel”—
all of which accurately describe the intention and effect of this 
anti-Israel activism, and particularly the base charge that the 
entire Zionist endeavor is a racist one, and that Israelis, in their 
treatment of the long-aggrieved Palestinians, have become 
white supremacists, virtual Nazis themselves as a result.

A summary of the UIUC Title VI Complaint filed by the 
Brandeis Center in March 27, 2020, noted that even though 
“UIUC has long been put on notice of the developing hostile 
environment on its campus,”  the UIUC administration . . 
like other university leadership, “has simply not provided the 
community of pro-Israel, Jewish students with a discrimination-
free academic environment” and, what is worse, “ . . . in the 
face of most instances of anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism, 
the University simply did nothing.” When the University did 
respond, “in response to other incidents, UIUC took actions 
that were obviously inadequate on their face.” And even when 
“UIUC took steps that might in other contexts have been 
sufficient,” they “were insufficient in UIUC’s particular case.”
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More than one report has revealed that the presence of active 
anti-Israel activism—particularly as part of the ongoing boycott, 
divestment, and sanctions (BDS) campus campaign against the 
Jewish state—is likely to result in an increase in anti-Jewish 
incidents or rhetoric. A 2018 report by the Jerusalem Center 
for Public Affairs (JCPA), “Students for Justice in Palestine 
Unmasked,” for example, noted with dismay “the rise of online 
harassment of Jewish students, anti-Semitic vandalism, and 
even physical attacks against Jewish students on campuses 
with a strong BDS movement.” [Emphasis added.] Just as an 
AMCHA report had similarly discovered, the JCPA study noted 
a clear “correlation between an anti-Israel campus presence and 
anti-Semitism . . . .”  

As an example of this, the study described the University 
of Oregon’s student senate’s passage of “a resolution endorsing 
the BDS movement as an ‘anti-racist human rights movement.’” 
“Two months later,” the study noted, “a sign on campus 
belonging to the University of Oregon Hillel welcoming 
students in Hebrew and English was vandalized with profane 
statements including ‘Free Palestine you f*cks.’ The study also 
pointed to another instance at Stanford University where that 
school’s “Students for Justice in Palestine leader and university 
residence advisor Hamzeh Daoud posted to Facebook, ‘I’m 
gonna physically fight Zionists on campus next year if someone 
comes at me with their “Israel is a democracy” bullsh*t. And 
after I abolish your ass I’ll go ahead and work every day for 
the rest of my life to abolish your petty ass ethno-supremacist, 
settler-colonial state.’”

Any evaluation of both the tenor and meaning of this 
rhetoric that attempts to justify it or explain it away as merely 
criticism of Israel is clearly dishonest, just as it is disingenuous 
to claim that virulent social justice activism has nothing to 
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do with Jew-hatred. Yet SJP and other Israel-haters use these 
tactics and this radical, hateful activism to deflect their inherent 
bigotry, purporting to be acting on behalf of the oppressed.

It should come as no surprise, then, that Jewish students 
on these campuses, whether or not they actively support Israel 
or are animated by Zionism, could be, and are, maligned by 
this aggressive activism against the Jewish state, and are made 
to pay the price for the alleged predations of Israel simply by 
virtue of being Jewish. That anti-Israel radicals have hijacked 
the narrative about the Israeli/Palestinian conflict and have cast 
Israel—and its supporters—as malignant and irredeemable 
racists and the Palestinian Arabs as innocent victims is a 
continuing tragedy in which Jewish students continue to be 
targets of the world’s oldest hatred.

Anti-Semitism, disguised as anti-Zionism, is still Jew-
hatred.
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Shutting Down Pro-Israel Speech at Duke

Defending the Jewish state from lies is not allowed.

As if further evidence were needed for the hypocrisy 
about who may say what about whom on college campuses, 
the recent action by the Duke Student Government to withhold 
recognition to a new pro-Israel student group seems to confirm 
that academic free speech is not always free depending on 
who is speaking. On November 9th, DSG President Christina 
Wang made the outrageous decision to veto the recognition 
of Students Supporting Israel (SSI) after the group posted a 
response to an anti-Israel Duke sophomore, Elyana Riddick, 
who had captioned a now-deleted Twitter post about SSI by 
writing, “My school promotes settler colonialism.”

“To Yana and others like her,” SSI posted on its Instagram 
account, “please allow us to educate you on what ‘settler 
colonialism’ actually is and why Israel does not fall under this 
category whatsoever. These types of narratives are what we 
strive to combat and condemn, which is why Duke’s chapter of 
Students Supporting Israel has been officially established & is 
here to stay,” the post read.

While it seems that denouncing Israel, as Ms. Riddick did, 
as a racist colonial occupier of stolen Arab land is perfectly 
acceptable, SSI’s response to her was obviously totally 
unacceptable, violating, it seems, her sensibilities and right to 
express disdain for groups with which she disagrees.

Ms. Riddick posted on Twitter, a social media platform that 
is open for all to see, so she certainly could not and should not 
have what lawyers refer to as an “expectation of privacy,” since 
SSI did not quote her from statements she made in a private 
conversation or email exchange, for instance, where she had not 
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agreed to have her opinions publicized.

And, more to the point, her counter-factual assertion that 
Israel is an example of settler colonialism is precisely the type 
of slander against the Jewish state that groups like SSI have 
as their mission to answer back to—and particularly when 
that type of characterization of Israel is both historically and 
factually inaccurate and slanderous. The campus enemies of 
Israel have regularly tried to suppress pro-Israel views from 
being heard or even debated in an honest dialogue with those 
with pro-Palestinian viewpoints, and the DSG’s decision to 
drop recognition of SSI at Duke achieved that very situation, 
making it impossible for SSI to correct falsehoods that are 
the animating content of the anti-Israel campaign at Duke and 
elsewhere.

In justifying her decision to yank recognition from SSI, 
DSG president Wang unconvincingly suggested that SSI’s posts 
directed at Riddick were “evidence that the group singled out an 
individual student on their organization’s social media account in 
a way that was unacceptable for any student group and appeared 
antithetical to the group’s stated mission to be welcoming and 
inclusive to all Duke students, and educational in mission and 
purpose.” [Emphasis added.] And even though the DSG has not 
refused to recognize a student group in five years, Wang wrote 
that “any group exhibiting similar conduct would be handled 
in the same manner” and any group exhibiting “potentially 
hostile or harmful” behavior is subject to having their status re-
examined or being suspended at any time.

One group at Duke, as a matter of fact, seems to have 
escaped the watchful eye of the student government censors, 
a “group exhibiting similar conduct” that has regularly 
displayed “potentially hostile or harmful” behavior, namely, 
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Duke’s own chapter of the virulent activist group, Students for 
Justice in Palestine (SJP). SJP, on over 200 campuses where 
it has chapters, purports to be a group seeking social justice 
for the long-aggrieved Palestinians, but on today’s contentious 
campuses, being pro-Palestinian, by definition, has come 
to mean being anti-Israel. Thus, the rhetoric and behavior of 
SJP are almost exclusively comprised of denunciations of the 
Jewish state, along with the standard, though false, language 
of social justice which includes such slurs against the Jewish 
state as settler colonialism, occupation, racism, apartheid, and 
genocide.

SSI was established at Duke, as it has been on other 
campuses, for the exact reason to answer back to this type of 
rhetoric and ideology hurled relentlessly toward Israel, and 
to counter those accusations with facts, history, context, and 
rigorous debate—exactly what universities hope will take place 
within their respective communities.

In expressing its dismay that the Duke chapter had been 
decertified, SSI’s national office confirmed the mission of the 
group, stating that “SSI’s mission is to be a clear and confident 
pro-Israel voice on campuses, and to support students with 
grassroots activism” so that “Zionist voices would be heard, and 
that Israel education programming will be available to students 
on Duke’s campus.” Absent a dissenting, pro-Israel voice, the 
debate about the Israeli/Palestinian conflict will be one-sided 
and counter-factual, precisely as the enemies of Israel wish it 
to be.

So if the speech and behavior of Duke’s SJP were evaluated 
in the same way that SSI’s single social media post was in 
response to a critic’s slander about Israel, that organization 
might deservedly lose its recognition, too, assuming things 
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were assessed fairly. On its Instagram account, for example, 
Duke’s SJP regularly denounces Israel, Zionism, and supporters 
of Israel as unrepentant racists and brutal murderers of innocent 
Arab Palestinians. “The reality is that zionism [sic] has been 
an exclusionary, racist ideology from the beginning,” one SJP 
Instagram post proclaimed.

During the latest conflict in Gaza, initiated only after 
Hamas had launched some 4300 rockets into southern Israeli 
towns with the sole purpose of murdering Jewish civilians (and 
each rocket launch constituting a war crime, incidentally), SJP 
conveniently ignored any of the aggression by Hamas and instead 
castigated Israel when it finally moved to protect its citizenry 
from lethal attacks from the terrorist organization ruling Gaza. 
“Please remember that the brutalization of the people of Gaza 
and of Palestinians” another Instagram post claimed, “ . . . is by 
deliberate design that Palestinians continue to be subjugated and 
dehumanized.” As a result, the group sententiously announced, 
“We have no choice but to oppose Israel and zionism [sic] 
completely.”

And in another ludicrous Instagram post, SJP asserted that 
“For decades Israeli soldiers and air strikes have target[ed] 
medics, media, and civilians,” ignoring the fact that the IDF 
is the most scrupulous and careful military in the world that 
regularly attempts to limit Arab civilian casualties during its 
defensive incursions, this despite Hamas’s inhuman practice of 
embedding itself and its weaponry in civilian neighborhoods, 
apartment buildings, schools, and mosques, thereby almost 
assuring that there will be collateral damage and civilian deaths 
despite the care with which the IDF conducts itself. Those 
facts apparently went unrecognized by SJP who, in another 
Instagram post, published a list of the names of Palestinian 
children “massacred” in the latest conflict with Hamas, children 
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they described as “34 Palestinian children murdered by Israel on 
its war on Gaza.” The facts that many of the so-called children 
killed were actually armed teenage militants or that many of 
the fatalities suffered in Gaza were the result of Hamas rockets 
landing inside Gaza itself and killing Arab civilians—including 
children—of course, were ignored by the clever SJP authors of 
this and other Instagram posts libeling Israel.

And SJP was nearly giddy when it learned that SSI had 
been canceled, knowing that bothersome, opposing views 
about Israel and the Palestinians would still be absent on the 
Duke campus. A lengthy, tendentious November 13th letter SJP 
published in Duke’s student newspaper, The Chronicle, “It’s 
okay to support Palestine,” used the announcement that SSI 
had been eliminated to deride the group for its clumsy social 
media skills and to, once again, attack the Jewish state with 
a series of lies, distortions, historically inaccurate claims, and 
lack of context. The column also contained an overall caustic 
tone in which they taunted SSI by repeating the phrase at the 
center of the Twitter controversy, “settler colonialism,” no less 
than thirteen times in the article, as well as making no less than 
seven references to Israeli “settlers” to reinforce the accusation.

With an astounding lack of self-awareness, SJP petitioned 
the Duke administration to curtail the targeting of any group 
of students and shield them from the “violence” of speech and 
ideas that could “harm” them, as the poor Ms. Riddick claimed 
to be harmed after she was called out for her baseless critique 
of Israel.

“To the Duke Administration,” SJP wrote, “we call on 
you to speak up on behalf of the students you are obligated 
to create a safe environment for,” ignoring, of course, the fact 
that for years SJP has been singularly responsible for creating 
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a hostile climate for Jewish students on campuses where they 
are active. Further, SJP claimed, “This instance of targeted 
harassment [toward Ms. Riddick] is not an isolated one. It is 
not wholly unique or novel. Rather, it is the product of Zionist 
organizing’s fundamental nature.” In other words, according 
to SJP—a group that has publicly announced it seeks to expel 
Zionists from campuses and shut down any pro-Israel dialogue 
(and is proud of its role in doing so)—being pro-Israel means 
having to target others with opposing views. When SJP attacks its 
opponents and targets them, of course, it is acceptable activism 
in a campaign for social justice. When SSI does this on behalf 
of Israel, however, it is harassment and morally questionable.

The woke language of this screed is both cruel, meaningless, 
and accusatory, asserting, for example, that groups like SSI 
have no moral standing in the first place, that “Israeli advocacy 
fundamentally relies upon the settler-colonial strategies of 
conceptual distortion and pathological displacement to reaffirm 
the settler-colonial principles upon which Israel was founded.”

The SJP letter also includes unsupportable claims 
that appear promiscuously in anti-Israel rhetoric but are a 
misreading of history and facts on the ground. So, for example, 
the letter decries “the historic and ongoing displacement of 
Palestinian peoples and the appropriation and occupation of 
Palestinian lands,” ignoring the fact that the disputed territories 
of Judea and Samaria (carelessly referred to as the West Bank) 
have never been Palestinian land, and, like Israel proper, was 
land that comprised the Mandate for Palestine and committed 
all of those areas to a Jewish homeland. Of what country is 
Israel a colony, anyway? No other country.

If Jews are so-called “settlers” in the Holy Land, then Arab 
Palestinians are settlers, too. Not surprisingly, however, SJP 
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and their fellow travelers in the hate-Israel world only use that 
slur to describe Jews who live anywhere in a region where they 
have had an uninterrupted presence for more than 3000 years.

In its statement concerning the Duke situation, SSI 
National expressed its concern that the decision to shut down 
the Duke chapter because of a single social media post in which 
the group defended Israel against an untruth published by a 
critic, represents a threat to academic free speech and the right 
of individuals on both sides of the Israeli/Palestinian debate 
to be heard. “We would like to know if other clubs on Duke’s 
campus have their social media channels reviewed by the 
student government as well?” the organization rightly asked. 
“Do other clubs need to apologize for writing statements that 
some may disagree with?”

“If not, then this is a clear singling out of the new pro-Israel 
club,” they concluded, “and we are concerned about whether 
Duke students truly have the right to free speech.”

Apparently, in the case of those who wish to defend the 
Jewish state, the answer is, sadly, no.
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Forcing Jewish Students to Malign and Injure Israel at 
Pomona College

Yet another vile tactic in the cognitive war against Israel.

As more evidence that maligning and seeking to weaken 
and destroy Israel is still common behavior on American 
college campuses, the student government of Pomona College 
successfully pushed through a resolution that would compel 
student clubs to participate in a boycott of targeted companies 
doing business with Israel. Claremont Colleges Students for 
Justice in Palestine (SJP) and Claremont Jewish Voice for Peace 
(JVP) sponsored the odious bill and the Associated Students 
of Pomona College (ASPC) passed the resolution aimed 
at “divesting all ASPC funds from companies complicit in 
the occupation of Palestine, and banning future use of funds 
towards such companies.”

The resolution, revealingly named “Banning the Use of 
ASPC Funding to Support the Occupation of Palestine,” was 
not unique in targeting the Jewish state for divestment and 
boycott; other campuses have pushed through resolutions that 
call on their respective university administrations to divest 
from holdings in companies that do business with Israel or 
which somehow are “complicit in the occupation of Palestine.” 
When those student efforts to push for divestment are 
passed, university administrators have regularly rejected the 
demands, claiming, rightly, that such boycotts and targeted 
divestment are inconsistent with university policies and moral 
behavior by focusing solely on Israel.

The Pomona divestment bill, however, took the novel and 
troubling step of focusing the divestment on student funds for 
the college’s various student organizations, thereby sidestepping 
the inconvenient step of convincing administrators that seeking 
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to punish Israel, and Israel alone, is a sound or reasonable policy 
in the first place.

This bill put the divestment activities in the hands of the 
students themselves so that the ASPC “will change its internal 
spending habits . . . by stopping . . . spending on items that 
knowingly support the Israeli occupation of Palestine or 
contributes to any companies on the . . . United Nations list 
. . . [of] companies involved in the creation of illegal Israeli 
settlements ‘in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including 
East Jerusalem, and in the occupied Syrian Golan.’”

It is one thing for student governments to vote on and 
introduce resolutions that concern matters directly related 
to their college experience—tuition rates, grading, teacher 
evaluations, policies on guest speakers, confronting on-campus 
hate crimes and vandalism, even academic freedom and free 
speech. But when student leaders attempt to deal with matters 
extraneous to their universities, such as the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict, and then force only one view of that conflict on all 
students, and insist that that view is absolute and inviolable, 
there is a danger that they not only overstep the purpose and 
intent of student government, but they also enforce a rigid, 
one-sided policy that is certain to offend and ignore the rights 
of certain students—in this case, Jewish and other pro-Israel 
students.

In a press release it issued after the resolution was passed, 
SJP used the typical mendacious language that animates the 
anti-Israel crowd, bragging that “Claremont SJP, alongside 
Claremont Jewish Voice for Peace, introduced this resolution 
to stand in material and ideological solidarity with Palestinians 
struggling for their freedom from Israeli apartheid, occupation, 
and oppression.”  The participation of the noxious group Jewish 
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Voice for Peace helps provide cover for other anti-Israel groups 
like SJP by promoting its seeming Jewish identity, even though 
its opinions about Israel and the Arab Palestinians mirrors 
those of Israel’s other ideological foes, and the “peace” they 
purportedly seek is one in which Israel as a sovereign state 
ceases to exist, with Israel either dismantled or Jews living as 
second-class citizens in a new, bi-national state.

SJP and JVP may contend that they are standing in 
solidarity with the Palestinians who struggle “for their freedom 
from Israeli apartheid, occupation, and oppression,” but these 
charges against the Jewish state are habitual untruths and 
completely ignore the complicity the Palestinians have in 
creating the circumstances in which they currently live. The 
apartheid slander, for one, is a lie, even though, for example, 
it was the primary focus of the recently released and roundly-
denounced Human Rights Watch report on Israel, in which this 
other Israel-hating organization perpetuated the apartheid myth 
as a way of framing the Israeli/Palestinian conflict as a matter 
of race. 

The authors of the resolution also suggest that they seek 
“total divestment from the Israeli occupation of Palestine,” 
another contortion of fact and history. There is certainly no so-
called “occupation of Palestine” currently in place, unless one 
assumes that the area that now comprises Israel proper is itself 
occupied, in which case it is clear that the enemies of Israel are 
not actually seeking a new Palestinian state “living side-by-side 
Israel in peace,” the phrase promiscuously thrown about, but a 
sovereign Muslim state that would extirpate Israel completely.

The SJP release also suggested that its resolution “is an 
important first step in reducing our complicity with a country 
that maintains an illegal military occupation and regularly 
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commits crimes against humanity against the indigenous 
Palestinian population,” again propagating a series of untruths 
that form the basis of their ideology and activism. Israel’s 
presence in Judea and Samaria, the area referred to as the West 
Bank, is the result of its victory in a defensive war in 1967, 
so legal experts have repeatedly affirmed that there is nothing 
illegal about a Jewish presence in territories to which the Jewish 
state has legal, historical, biblical, and other binding and valid 
claims.

And in their Manichean view that Israel is a 
brutal oppressor and the ever-suffering Palestinians are an 
innocent indigenous people, SJP conveniently ignores the 
reality of Arab aggression and the unrelenting attempts over 
decades by homicidal psychopaths to murder Jews with 
knives, cars, guns, rockets, and explosive suicide vests. Of 
course, in the BDS campaign, no mention is ever made of Arab 
terror and incitement against the Jewish state. No suggestions 
are made to the Palestinians that they recognize Israel and 
make efforts to build their state without further incitement 
and repeated rejection of peace offers. 

Resolutions like the Pomona one, more relevantly, ignore 
the fact that by attempting to weaken and destroy firms doing 
business in Judea and Samaria—either owned by Jews or selling 
to them—boycotts often have the perverse unintended side-
effect of hurting those Palestinians who work in those companies 
and who often enjoy pay scales and benefits not available to 
them in Arab-owned businesses.

So, as has been obvious to any sentient observer, the BDS 
movement is not actually concerned with the well-being of the 
Palestinians at all. Those who promote boycotts, as was the 
case when the Arab League instituted a punitive boycott against 
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the nascent Jewish state in 1948, do so with the intent, not of 
changing Israel’s behavior, but to cripple and weaken Israel 
with the ultimate goal of destroying it.

That is precisely why the Pomona resolution is so troubling, 
and why the notion that every student group at the college must 
accept and support the boycott is so unreasonable. Pomona’s SJP 
and JVP have no right to appoint themselves the thought police, 
and they do the college a great disservice by setting themselves 
up as the arbiters of truth and compelling other student groups 
to adopt their views, particularly when, in fact, they are toxic 
extremists with a bigoted, libelous, and often historically and 
factually inaccurate view of the Middle East.

On April 30th, after facing considerable push-back 
for the ill-advised resolution, the ASPC conducted a Zoom 
meeting in which members debated the intent and effect of the 
resolution, focusing on the final clause of the bill which exposed 
the malignancy of the resolution. Not content to push this toxic 
resolution only on its own campus, the radical sponsors stated 
that “ASPC calls upon the other Claremont Colleges Student 
Government Associations to follow suit, with the end goal of 
an ultimate adoption of a Consortium-wide agreement to ban 
clubs from using student government allocations to invest in or 
purchase goods or services from companies that contribute to 
the settlement and occupation of Palestinian occupied territories 
by the UN-designated companies or the Israeli state.”

And, SJP and JVP instructed, compliance with the boycott 
would not be optional. “Clubs that fail to divest and/or refrain 
from such uses of funding,” the resolution demanded, “would 
face the loss of all Claremont Colleges Student Government 
Association funds.”

So, Jewish student groups, some of which may well 
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support Israel and would feel discomfort in participating in a 
boycott against companies doing business with the Jewish state 
or in the disputed territories, would potentially jeopardize their 
group’s funding if they refused to become economic enemies 
of Israel.

This is clearly unreasonable and unjust, just as it would be 
if a similar resolution were passed by activist students which 
made it mandatory to denounce and attack the Black Lives 
Matter organization because of their virulent hatred of law 
enforcement, their Marxist ideology, their anti-Semitic rhetoric 
and beliefs, and the violence and civil unrest they caused in 
American cities after the death of George Floyd. Would black 
student groups feel comfortable if their funding became 
contingent upon rejecting the BLM movement? Would it be 
just if one group of students, those holding the view that BLM 
was a toxic, unproductive, and dangerous group, mandated for 
all other students at Pomona that they must withhold support 
for a group which, although it has detractors, has gained wide 
support as a central part of the movement for racial justice?

It is obvious that the Pomona resolution is one-sided 
and is unfairly and inaccurately biased against Israel. And the 
student groups who would be targeted by the resolution, and 
who would suffer as a result of their likely non-compliance, are 
Jewish groups. That reality was made clear by Janie Marcus, 
a member of the Claremont Progressive Israel Alliance, a pro-
Israel student group, when she correctly observed that the 
resolution “marginalizes Jewish students who view Israel as the 
Jewish homeland and directly targets these Jewish students.”

The sententious activists fueling this ideological bullying 
may well feel that they have access to all the truth and facts, 
but even if this were true—which it demonstrably and regularly 
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is not—it certainly does not empower them with the right to 
have the only voice and to then force their ideology on all 
other students with a mandatory boycott against Israel. No one 
individual or group has the moral authority or intellectual might 
to decide what may and may not be discussed; especially young, 
sanctimonious students—whose expertise and knowledge 
about the Middle East, as noted, is frequently characterized by 
distortions, lies, lack of context, corrosive bias against Israel, 
and errors in history and fact.

University officials regularly proclaim that they have a 
“commitment to the principles of freedom of inquiry, freedom of 
speech and freedom of association.” But that empty exhortation 
has shown itself, repeatedly, to be, at best, disingenuous, and, 
at worst, a masking of the true intention of campus radicals, 
such as those pushing the Pomona resolution: enabling favored 
victim groups to utter vitriol and libel against Israel and 
Jews, with the pretense that they have somehow encouraged 
intellectual debate and productive political discussion. This is 
not rigorous debate and dialogue at all; it is Jew-hatred dressed 
up in academic clothes.

And making Jewish students conform to this bigotry by 
forcing them to disavow Israel is an unreasonable and unjust 
tactic in the cognitive war against Israel by the Jewish state’s 
ideological foes.
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Rallying in Support of Terror - and Denouncing Israel on 
Woke Campuses

A “new” anti-Semitism rages at universities across Amer-
ica and Europe.

As Israel and Hamas crafted a cease-fire to end two weeks 
of military activity in which both Gazans and Israelis have died, 
student governments and faculty members at many universities 
have issued statements of support. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 
however, this support was not for the region’s only thriving 
democracy and American ally, Israel, but for Hamas, the 
designated terror group which rules over Gaza and speaks for 
the Palestinians and whose lethal use of more than 3000 rockets 
raining into southern Israeli towns with the object of killing 
Jewish civilians actually instigated the current escalation of 
conflict.

Tellingly silent as rockets were launched indiscriminately 
by Hamas into southern Israeli towns with the express purpose 
of murdering Jews (each of which rocket, incidentally, 
representing a war crime), these virtue-signaling students and 
faculty only became indignant at the violence and body counts 
once Israel was forced to protect its citizenry by defensive 
action to suppress Hamas’s lethal aggression.

At the University of Michigan, as one troubling example, 
the university’s Central Student Government published 
a statement in which Israel, not Hamas, was accused of 
“inhumane, international war crimes,” an ongoing process of 
“ethnic cleansing and apartheid” by Israel that is “a continuation 
of the displacement of indigenous Palestinians since the Nakba 
[the Arab’s term, “catastrophe” for the creation of Israel].”

In language that echoes the sentiment of Israel-haters 
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everywhere, the Michigan statement apparently suggests 
that Israel is not a legitimate country at all. While anti-Israel 
individuals regularly refer to the existence of a country called 
Palestine—while no such country ever existed and does not 
exist now—they still consider Israel to be illegitimate, a colonial 
enterprise constructed on the stolen lands of an indigenous 
people. So the current conflict between Hamas and Israel, in their 
minds is immoral and unlawful. “This is not a ‘conflict,’” the 
statement reads, “but emblematic of Israeli settler-colonialism, 
ethnic cleansing, and apartheid” so if the Jewish state is illegal, 
Israel’s efforts at self-defense are therefore not justifiable.

In a May 12th “Statement by Palestine Student Groups 
at Harvard University on Violence Against Palestinians,” 
students similarly denounced Israel, wishing to “acknowledge 
and express our outrage at the latest wave of Israeli state-
sanctioned violence against Palestinians. [which] follows years 
of systematic oppression and ethnic cleansing committed by the 
State of Israel.”

Israel, it will be remembered, completely disengaged from 
Gaza in 2005, removing every living and dead Jew so that 
the Palestinians could start to build a state without any pesky 
“settlers” or other obstructions to Arab self-determination. 
Instead, Hamas implemented a repressive rule over its people 
and transformed Gaza into a launching pad for tens of thousands 
of rockets and mortars which have targeted Israeli civilians. 
Israel has responded with a blockade which, while it allowed 
in humanitarian goods and supplies, sought to control the flow 
of supplies and weapons, including material to construct terror 
tunnels into Israel.

But the Harvard students are apparently ignorant of the 
facts or choose instead to construct their own narrative about 
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what has happened in Gaza to cause the current conflict. “In 
Gaza,” the statement reads, “Palestinians live under siege in 
the world’s largest open air prison and are subject to regular 
bombings,” suggesting, incoherently, that Israel capriciously 
decides to incur almost universal denunciation when it employs 
its military by randomly, and unjustifiably, bombing Gazans 
for absolutely no reason. If Gaza is occasionally “bombed” and 
if it has become an “open air prison” that is the direct result 
of the Gazans own leadership in continuing to shower Israel 
with rockets, conducting “days of rage,” storming the border at 
regular intervals, and committing the psychopathic terrorists of 
Hamas to an unrelenting campaign to murder Jews and destroy 
Israel.

If these students only want to pay attention to the facts on 
the ground once Israel conducts one of its rare incursions into 
Gaza to suppress deadly rocket fire and protect Jewish lives, 
that is their right. But they clearly are not being honest about 
the causes and effects in Gaza if they omit from their analysis 
both the role of Hamas in the conflict and the Palestinians’ own 
contributions to the woeful state in which they find themselves.

In a May 18th opinion piece in the Daily Princetonian, 
“Princeton University community statement of solidarity with 
the Palestinian people,” undergraduates and graduate students, 
along with some 25 Princeton faculty, published a statement 
replete with similar ahistorical, false, or exaggerated claims 
about Israel and its behavior.

In a weak attempt to be even-handed, the Princeton 
statement contends that “We mourn all loss of life.” However, 
below the surface, it is clear that at Princeton the tragedy 
lies only in the loss of Arab deaths, not Jewish ones. How do 
they rationalize that? Because the violence and killing of the 
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Palestinians is resistance, and therefore noble and acceptable, 
and the killings by Israel are part of a richly-subsidized 
militarism whose sole purpose, in the mind of Israel-haters, is to 
maintain the occupation, enforce racial apartheid, and maintain 
control of territories which Israel has stolen and to which it has 
no legal or moral right.

So while they regret the loss of life on both sides, “We 
also refuse the ‘two-sides’ and ‘evenhandedness’ narrative that 
ignores and conceals the meaningful differences between Israel 
— one of the most heavily militarized states in the world that 
receives $3.8 billion in military aid annually from the United 
States — and a Palestinian population resisting occupation 
and oppression.” There is a morality in resistance against an 
oppressive occupier but a democratic nation using its military to 
protect its citizens from being murdered is, in their progressive 
minds, asymmetrical, disproportionate, and unjust.

Progressives have always been fascinated by revolutionary 
violence even while they denounce the law and order of 
democratic Israel, and this statement confirms that when they 
even acknowledge the violence and terror of Hamas meant to 
indiscriminately murder Israeli Jews, that brand of violence is 
somehow moral and just, that Palestinian terror obduracy, and 
rejection of peace and the existence of Jewish self-determination 
are acceptable—even noble. “We salute the bravery and will-to-
survival of Palestinians,” the statement reads, grotesquely “. . . 
as they resist the violence of the Israeli military, settler militias, 
and lynch mobs.”

Resistance on the part of Arabs is not violent but Israel 
defending its citizens is, these misguided academics contend. 
“We recognize, as they do, that peace with justice in Palestine/
Israel is not possible under conditions of military occupation 
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and unending settler-colonial expansionism;” in other words, 
peace is impossible only because of Israel’s behavior.

Brown University’s contribution to the condemnation of 
the Jewish state, a “Letter in Solidarity With The Palestinian 
Liberation Struggle,” expressed “unequivocal solidarity with 
the Palestinian people and condemn[ed] Israel’s settler-colonial 
project, human rights violations, and war crimes in Palestine.”

One wonders why anyone would affirm “unequivocal 
solidarity” with the Palestinians given the fact that they pay 
the families of terrorists who commit themselves to martyrdom 
and the murder of Jews, raise their children to despise Jews and 
think of Israelis as thieves and the descendants of apes and pigs, 
name summer camps and town squares after terrorists, and have 
repeatedly turned down offers of statehood when generous and 
viable offers have been made to them to create the state they 
claim to seek.

Similar to other statements, Israel is described in the 
Brown statement, not as a legally-created democratic sovereign 
state, but as a “settler-colonial” project, which it clearly is 
not, but which gives its enemies comfort in thinking that it is 
illegitimate, transitory, not permanent, subject to being replaced 
or destroyed because of its sketchy creation.

And where is the “Palestine’ where these pseudo-historians 
claim that “war crimes” are being perpetrated? Israel-haters 
speak of Palestine as if it was, and is, a sovereignty, but that, 
of course, is a false and created narrative. Palestine was a 
geographical territory, not a state, and, moreover, an area 
known primarily to be the home of Jews, not the Arabs who 
were transformed in the 1960s to become the Palestinians.

And if these Brown activists seek to help with the Palestinian 
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“liberation struggle,” they undoubtedly believe, just as Yasser 
Arafat believed, that if Palestine is to be “liberated,” that means 
that current-day Israel, which occupies areas of Palestine, will 
only be liberated by its destruction and the expulsion of its 
Jews. That is certainly a different outcome than is suggested by 
the more benign fantasy often expressed when speaking about 
Israel and a new Palestinian state—“two states living side by 
side in peace.”

As mentioned, it is Hamas who is committing repeated war 
crimes every time it fires a rocket or mortar into Israel, aimed at 
civilians, not soldiers, and with no specific military target other 
than Jewish neighborhoods—clear violations of the rules of 
war. And while the enemies of Israel contend the mere presence 
of Jews living in the disputed territories of Judea and Samaria 
(“settlers” not residents, of course) somehow violates the human 
rights of the Arab neighbors there, Israel is not violating the civil 
or human rights of its non-Jewish citizens within Israel—some 
twenty percent of Israel’s population that enjoys more human 
and civil rights than Arabs have in any surrounding country. So, 
the frequent slander that Israel violates international law and 
deprives Arabs of human rights is not only false but a complete 
inversion of the truth.

Those who lend their moral support to terrorism, and who 
continually see the existence of terror as a justifiable tool of 
the oppressed, have helped to introduce a sick moral relativism 
into discussions about radical Islam and Palestinianism, not 
to mention Israel’s right to protect its citizens from being 
slaughtered.

And the notion that Israel cannot, or should not, retaliate 
against these rocket attacks until a sufficient number of Israelis 
have been murdered is equally grotesque. How many dead 
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Jewish civilians would be a sufficient number before the 
international community agreed to Israeli counter-measures? 
Should Israel have continued to wait until a school or daycare 
center was struck, forcing Israel to play, in the words of Harvard 
law professor Alan Dershowitz, “Russian roulette with its 
children?”

The fact that so many demonstrators feel comfortable with 
openly supporting a terrorist group with the single purpose of 
murdering Jews indicates quite dramatically how prevalent, and 
acceptable, genocidal Jew-hatred has become on campuses in 
America and Europe. This is obviously not, as it is regularly 
asserted, merely “criticism” of the Israeli government’s 
policies; this is what many define as a “new” anti-Semitism—
an irrational, seething animus against the Jew of nations, Israel.
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What Being Pro-Palestinian Really Means

Campus activism for Palestinian self-determination has never 
been about statehood.

Writing in 2009 about the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, the 
insightful Palestinian/Israeli journalist Khaled Abu Toameh 
observed that, “What is happening on the U.S. campuses is 
not about supporting the Palestinians as much as it is about 
promoting hatred for the Jewish state. It is not really about 
ending the ‘occupation,’” he wrote, “as much as it is about 
ending the existence of Israel.”

And that is what those who observe the campus activism 
against Israel have never fully understood: that being pro-
Palestinian, by definition, means being anti-Israel.

It does not involve urging the Palestinian leadership to 
come to terms with Israel about long unsettled negotiation 
points about borders, Jerusalem, the return of refugees, and 
other key issues. It has never involved advising Palestinians 
to abandon terror, or so-called “resistance,” as a tactic for 
advancing political ambitions.

Those helping to promote Palestinian self-determination 
have not been firm in suggesting that Palestinian leaders and 
other officials end incitement, stop the indoctrination of children 
in textbooks and lesson plans that demonize Israel and Jews and 
teach children to look at the Jewish state as an abomination, an 
illegal regime, a perverse example of the malignancy of Jews 
who steal land, commit genocide, and oppress an innocent 
indigenous people.

Supporters of the Palestinians have not advised Palestinian 
leaders to abandon their unrealistic, maximalist ambitions 
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where the fictional Palestine that Israel’s foes always refer to 
will be reborn—from the River to the Sea—in place of Israel, 
with the Palestinians the majority rulers of a dhimmi minority 
of Jews.

The Palestinians have never been told by their supporters 
that it is morally repugnant and diplomatically lethal to engage 
in a “pay to slay” program through which terrorists and their 
families were financially rewarded with $183 million in 
2017, for example, garnered from foreign aid heaped on the 
Palestinians, purportedly for humanitarian aid.

No one has written a constitution for the new Palestinian 
state, brought together Fatah and Hamas to form a recognized 
ruling party, and urged Palestinian leaders to sit at the negotiation 
table with Israel to facilitate the creation of their new state.

In fact, based on their actions over decades of debate and 
negotiation, it seems very clear that the two-state solution is 
something the Palestinians can neither conceive of nor even 
appear to want. And the notion of “two states living sides by 
side in peace,” as the oft-repeated refrain goes, is, and always 
has been, of complete irrelevance to the Arabs. The creation of 
a new Arab state is not the sought-after goal; what is the actual 
goal is the extirpation of the Jewish one.

In debating the Israeli/ Palestinian conflict, social justice 
activists, of course, demonstrate their hypocrisy by endlessly 
dwelling on the many evils of Israel without bothering to examine 
or measure the Palestinians’ own central role in contributing 
to the many pathologies endemic to their civil society and 
institutions. Like many Western elites do when choosing sides, 
social justice warriors infantilize the Palestinian victim and 
assume he has no agency to ameliorate his own conditions.
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In reality, pro-Palestinian activists seem to care very little 
about the actual self-determination and state building of the 
hapless Palestinians. As is frequently the case when speaking 
about the Israeli/Arab conflict, the discussion often glosses 
over the real problems of Palestinian culture, politics, and 
society (including its cult of death, terrorism, and martyrdom), 
and targets all criticism on the perceived defects of Israel, 
Zionism, and Jewish power. This is a clear example of another 
underlying factor in the social justice effort, the soft bigotry of 
low Palestinian expectations.

Many academics in the humanities and social sciences, 
including activists as disparate as Black Lives Matter, Students 
for Justice in Palestine, and the National Association of Women’s 
Studies, increasingly find a linkage as they seek to affirm the 
rights of the victimized and name the villains responsible for 
this oppression—foremost among them, Israel.

The more that seemingly unrelated instances of oppression 
can be conflated, it is thought, the greater the ability to 
confront these oppressors and dilute the negative effect they 
have on their specific victims and on society at large. This 
trend has been called “intersectionality,” and it has meant that 
someone who is a gender studies professor, or queer theorist, 
or American studies expert can, with no actual knowledge or 
expertise about the Middle East, readily pontificate on the many 
social pathologies of which he or she accuses Israel, based on 
its perceived role as a racist, imperialist, colonial oppressor of 
an innocent indigenous population of Arab victims. For social 
justice warriors, to know one victim group is to know any 
victim group—with Israel being a tempting and habitual target 
of their opprobrium.

That has meant, as one vexatious example, that the 
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notoriously anti-Israel Jewish Voice for Peace, working in 
concert with Students for Justice in Palestine and other campus 
radicals, have promoted the mendacious “Deadly Exchange” 
lie which accuses Israel of being complicit in promoting racist 
violence in the United States by training police officers on how 
to arrest and neutralize black suspects, using the techniques and 
procedures gleaned from their long oppression of Palestinians. 
So, the brutality, racism, and cruelty of Israel is so malignant 
and powerful that it negatively affects blacks in America and 
the intersectional circle of oppression is closed in this perverse 
narrative.

When they are honest, which is a rare occurrence, BDS 
supporters finally admit that their ultimate objective is the 
smashing of Zionism and the destruction of the Jewish state 
(the “Palestine will be free, from the River to the Sea” fantasy 
they frequently chant about in their demonstrations). They may 
well “seek freedom, justice and equality” for the long-aggrieved 
Palestinians, but it is very evident to any sentient observer that 
their concern for justice and equity does not extend to Jews 
living in Israel, since if the BDS campaign were to be successful 
and Israel was extirpated in the name of Palestinian self-
determination, those Jews who were not slaughtered during the 
destruction of their state would become second-class citizens in 
the newest Arab state, and an independent Jewish democracy 
would evaporate in activists’ toxic dream of autonomous Arab 
sovereignty for the Palestinians.

Pro-Palestinian radicals are quick to critique the strategy 
and tactics of their ideological opponents who support the Jewish 
state but fail to notice that their behavior precisely mirrors 
that of the individuals who they denounce. “This strategy of 
personal attacks, defamation and the suppression of free speech 
is one that is being used by Zionist organizations on campuses 
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across the country,” Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) at 
Butler University whined about in a recent newspaper column, 
failing to notice that their speech, and that of their fellow 
travelers in the hate-Israel crowd, is not being suppressed at all, 
merely answered back by those with alternate, pro-Israel views. 
It would be very convenient for them, of course, to not have 
to defend their poisonous ideology and their relentless — and 
baseless — slanders against Israel, and if they want to engage 
in serious and productive debate about the Israeli/Palestinian 
conflict, then they will have to come to the table equipped to use 
facts, reason, and history to support their arguments, something 
which they are rarely inclined to do.

Victim groups on campus, including the pro-Palestinians, 
claim that they join forces to fight for justice, equity, and 
liberation, that, as SJP disingenuously claimed, “The fight 
against anti-Semitism must be linked to the wider fight 
against oppression — including the fight against Palestinian 
oppression.” But it is the pro-Palestinians who are singularly 
responsible for the majority of hostility on campuses today, 
not some other, vaguely defined and mostly invisible group of 
white supremacists, fascists, or right-wing lunatics that haunt 
the liberal mind.

In fact, as studies by the AMCHA Initiative, as one 
example, have shown, it is the presence of groups like SJP 
on campuses that is directly responsible for fomenting anti-
Semitic expression and behavior on university campuses, 
not white supremacists. The AMCHA Initiative, a group that 
monitors more than 400 college campuses across the U.S. 
for anti-Semitic activity, revealed in its reports that “Schools 
with instances of student-produced anti-Zionist expression, 
including BDS promotion, are 7 times more likely to have 
incidents that targeted Jewish students for harm than schools 
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with no evidence of students’ anti-Zionist expression and the 
more such anti-Zionist expression, the higher the likelihood of 
incidents involving anti-Jewish hostility,” meaning that BDS 
activism spreads outward on a campus, tainting the overall 
environment for Jewish students who may or may not even be 
directly involved in the Israeli/Palestinian debate.

Equally serious was the report’s findings that SJP’s presence 
resulted in “incidents of Israel-related anti-Semitic harassment 
increase[ing] 70%.” And, based on SJP’s obsession with calls 
to boycott only Israel and suppress any and all dialogue in 
support of Israel, Zionism, or Jews—SJP’s actions on campuses 
have the end effect that “attempts to exclude Jewish and pro-
Israel students from campus activities more than doubled, with 
expression calling for the total boycott or exclusion of pro-
Israel students from campus life nearly tripling.”

So when, with not a bit of self-awareness or embarrassment, 
pro-Palestinians accuse the administration of being a sinister 
cabal of Zionist reprobates intent on promulgating racist 
policies for the good of Israel and to the detriment of good 
people like themselves (people who deserve, among other 
benefits, education without cost); when they call for the 
elimination of the world’s single Jewish sovereignty and the 
Middle East’s only functioning democracy; and when they 
ghoulishly and malignantly shriek, “Intifada, Intifada, long live 
Intifada” and “There is only one solution: Intifada revolution!,” 
an unambiguous call for the murder of Jews at the hands of 
psychopathic terrorists, they should stop being indignant when 
they are accused of being actually antisemitic, despite the fact 
that their rhetoric is draped in the language of so-called “social 
justice.”

Since its founding in 1993, SJP has had a long history 
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of bringing vitriolic anti-Israel speakers to their respective 
campuses (now numbering some 200 with chapters), and for 
such collateral activities as sponsoring the pernicious Israeli 
Apartheid Weeks, building mock “apartheid walls,” and 
sending mock eviction notices to Jewish students in their dorms 
to demonize Israel and create empathy for the Palestinian Arab 
cause.

SJP has a record on campuses nationwide of a pattern of 
radicalism, misbehavior, toxic speech, and regular instances of 
overtly antisemitic behavior. AMCHA reports also “indicate a 
significant increase in actions which directly harm or threaten 
Jewish students, including physical and verbal assaults, 
destruction of property, harassment discrimination and 
suppression of speech, at schools with an SJP or similar anti-
Zionist chapter.”

At the University of Toronto, Scarborough, anti-Israel 
students voted to forbid Kosher food on campus unless the 
suppliers disavowed support for Israel. CUNY law students just 
introduced a resolution condemning Birthright trips to Israel, 
as well as Stand With Us, Hillel, and other Jewish, pro-Israel 
groups as dangerous and destructive and wishes them purged 
from campus, along with any Zionist ideology or support for 
the Jewish state.

At McGill, based on their spurious charges that Israel is a 
colonial, apartheid, racist regime engaged in ethnic cleansing, 
land theft, and an ongoing genocide of an indigenous people, 
anti-Israel groups and individuals outrageously petitioned the 
administration that, in light of these accusations, any pro-
Israel ideology or expression on campus should henceforth be 
considered to be hate speech, or as they defined it, “violent, 
hateful, and harmful speech.”  And to ensure that scholars in 
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Israel are cut off from cooperative research and study between 
universities, including McGill, these woke and most tolerant 
activists demanded that the University “cut its ties with . . . 
Israeli education institutions that seek to normalize the atrocities 
committed by the illegal state of Israel, specifically through 
their partnerships with Tel Aviv University and the Technion-
Israel Institute of Technology.”

And while Zionism, Jewish self-determination, is under 
attack on campuses across the country and in Canada, pro-
Palestinian activists, nevertheless, claim that their hostility 
towards Zionism has nothing to do with anti-Semitism and their 
loathing of the world’s only Jewish state has nothing to do with 
Jew-hatred.

That these campus activists are willing, and ready, to 
sacrifice the Jewish state, and Jewish lives, in the name of 
social justice and a specious campaign of self-determination by 
Palestinian Arabs, shows how morally corrupt and deadly the 
conversation about human rights has become.

And given that their dangerous and toxic activism is often 
genocidal in promoting the destruction of the Middle East’s 
only democracy, this odious campaign for social justice social 
should frighten us all.
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The Ascent of the Crybully in Campus Anti-Israel Activism

In the fantasy world of toxic anti-Israel activists, they are 
always the victim.

As woke activists who are part of the cognitive war against 
Israel continue their campaign of slanders against the Jewish 
state, a curious thing has taken place: the self-righteous moral 
scolds who choose to relentlessly demonize Israel to promote 
Palestinian self-determination often portray themselves as 
victims rather than moral aggressors. They are examples of 
what has come to be defined as crybullies, individuals that 
British commentator Julie Burchill characterized as “a hideous 
hybrid of victim and victor, weeper and walloper . . . [someone 
who] always explains to the point of demanding that one agrees 
with them and always complains to the point of insisting that 
one is persecuting them.”

And nowhere is the crybully more likely to be found than 
among the pro-Palestinian activists who are relentless in their 
tactical assault on Israel and Zionism—and the people who 
support them—but who, once defenders of Israel answer back 
the calumnies and slurs lobbed by these activists, weaponize 
their status as victims and whine about the pushback they often, 
and justifiably, experience from their ideological opponents on 
campus.

One example of the appearance of crybullies occurred 
in 2017 at the annual meeting of the American Historical 
Association (AHA) where its faculty members issued 
a statement affirming “the rights of students, faculty and 
other historians to speak freely and to engage in nonviolent 
political action expressing diverse perspectives on historical 
or contemporary issues.” Putting aside the absurdly paranoid 
notion that any anti-Israel activism is suppressed or otherwise 
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limited on campuses anywhere, what actually terrified these 
intellectual hypocrites, these crybullies, it seemed, was the 
possibility that, once they had publicly announced their enmity 
for Israel, Zionism, and Jewish affirmation, they would be held 
accountable for their toxic views, that they would be named for 
what they are: anti-Israel activists whose rabid ideology can, 
and should, be made transparent, exposed, and understood.

The AHA statement made this hypocrisy clear when it 
meretriciously stated that, “We condemn all efforts to intimidate 
those expressing their views. Specifically, we condemn in the 
strongest terms the creation, maintenance and dissemination 
of blacklists and watch lists —through media (social and 
otherwise)—which identify specific individuals in ways that 
could lead to harassment and intimidation.”

The so-called “blacklists” and “watch lists” referenced in 
the statement are such databases as Canary Mission (mentioned 
specifically), Discover the Networks, Campus Watch, 
the AMCHA Initiative, and other similar organizations, all of 
which have as their intention to provide students, faculty, and 
others with information on the ideology, scholarship, speeches, 
and writing of radical professors and students. These are 
individuals (and groups) who have very public records of pro-
Palestinian, anti-Israel activism and whose words and behavior 
have been cataloged so that the politicization of scholarship can 
be exposed and students can avoid courses taught by professors 
with a predetermined and evident bias against Israel.

In gathering and cataloging this data, none of the 
mentioned organizations furtively investigated the private 
lives of professors or campus radicals, nor did they hack into 
emails accounts, or take testimony from anonymous sources, 
or delve through association memberships, reading habits, or 
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private writings without the individuals’ expectation that their 
expression would possibly be documented. Individuals who are 
on these databases were not spied upon by their fellow students 
nor their courses videotaped furtively by students.

The findings—and this is the critical point that the crybully 
obviously ignores—were based on the public utterances, 
published works, and social media posts of professors and 
students, behavior and speech they apparently had no problem 
with making public and for which they were not hesitant, at 
least initially, to take responsibility.

Student activists have become crybullies, too. A 
particularly egregious case of this is currently unfolding at 
the University of Southern California, for example, involving 
the vile Yasmeen Mashayekh, a student in the USC Viterbi 
School of Engineering who a group of some 60 USC faculty 
has accused of “ongoing open expressions of anti-Semitism 
and Zionophobia.” What were some of the sentiments shared 
by the lovely Ms. Mashayekh, ironically, though possibly not 
coincidentally, a Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion senator in 
USC’s graduate student government? As cataloged on Canary 
Mission, on May 9, 2021, Mashayekh tweeted: “I want to 
kill every motherf**king zionist.” When Canary Mission 
responded to that odious tweet with one of their own, claiming 
that her tweet was “horrifying,” Mashayekh tweeted: “Oh no 
how horrifying that I want to kill my colonizer!!”

In June, Mashayekh tweeted: “Death to Israel and its b**ch 
the US.” And retweeted a tweet that read: “May i****l [Israel] 
burn to the ground. #SaveSilwan.” And in case there was any 
doubt about her feelings about the Jewish state, her June tweets 
included such tolerant and loving expressions as: “If you are 
not for the complete destruction of Israel and the occupation 
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forces then you’re anti-Palestinian;” “Death to Israel;” and 
“Yes I f**king love hamas now stfu [shut the f**k up].”

Such ghoulish sentiments hardly qualify as being part of 
an intellectual debate about the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, nor 
by any measure can they be said to be “merely criticism of 
Israel,” as anti-Israel activists say in their own defense when 
they regularly try to hide the depths of their loathing of Israel, 
Zionism, and Jews—even wishing for the murder of Jews in 
Israel at the hands of terrorists.

But while the group of faculty called on the USC 
administration to take some proactive action to denounce 
the rhetoric and sentiment of one of its students, others who 
support Mashayekh have been busy transforming her from a 
hateful, anti-Semitic bigot into a victim of Islamophobia and 
racism, and someone even experiencing reputational damage. 
In fact, pro-Palestinians on campus drafted a form letter to 
Yannis Yortsos, Dean of the Viterbi School of Engineering, and 
USC’s President Carol Folt, with the subject line “In Support of 
Yasmeen Mashayekh: USC Must Act.”

Once Mashayekh’s tweets had been made public, there 
was understandable blowback and condemnation for her puerile 
and caustic comments, but to her supporters, those who shared 
similar attitudes about Israel, she was a victim, not a hateful 
perpetrator. The letter complained “about the targeted racial & 
ethnic harassment and abuse that Palestinian student Yasmeen 
Mashayekh has been subjected to in recent months by various 
established Zionist organizations,” as well as “continued 
and unrelenting digital racism that has resulted in academic 
penalization [and] emotional and psychological suffering — all 
because her identity as an exploited and oppressed person of 
Palestinian background is under attack.” [Emphasis added.]
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And the caustic and repulsive language of her tweets? 
Because of her victim status as a Palestinian and “woman of 
color,” those tweets are not hateful at all, according to the 
letter’s authors, only a form of resistance to oppression and 
therefore perfectly acceptable. “Yasmeen’s statements referring 
to the ongoing Zionist colonial project,” the letter read, is only 
“the language of the oppressed towards their oppressor [and] is 
a form of personal resistance.” [Emphasis added.]

And in keeping with her status as a crybully, Mashayekh 
is actually “an oppressed student who is being unfairly 
discriminated against for speaking on her people’s plight.” The 
actual perpetrator here? Not Mashayekh, her fellow crybullies 
claim, but “Canary Mission, an organization that systematically 
reveals the personal & private information of Palestinians 
and Black, Indigenous People of Color in an effort to launch 
targeted harassment campaigns against those who would dare 
to challenge colonial rule.”  

At McGill University, anti-Israel sentiment is so pervasive 
that the University’s student newspaper, the McGill Daily, 
refuses to run any content that is pro-Israel or defends Zionism 
or the Jewish state, and a recent editorial, apparently speaking 
on behalf of the whole student body, denounced Israel’s 
purported “colonialism, imperialism, and genocide in all forms” 
and claimed that the “Israeli occupation of Palestinian land is 
nothing short of apartheid.”

Given their success in poisoning the campus climate against 
Israel, one would think that the activist group McGill Students in 
Solidarity for Palestinian Human Rights (SPHR McGill) would 
feel victorious at having pushed their venomous ideology down 
the throats of their student peers. But last May, SPHR members 
began braying about a pernicious “blacklist [that] is terrorizing 
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pro-Palestine students at McGill,” allegedly “compiled by a 
group of Zionist McGill students,” and containing “the names 
and personal information of countless pro-Palestine students 
at McGill” with the goal “to surveil and document students 
suspected of pro-Palestine sympathies.”

Without ever bothering to explain how, if at all, the 
existence of this mysterious blacklist negatively affects pro-
Palestinian students, the crybullies almost hysterically claimed: 
“that this list is not a passive, harmless document: it is being 
weaponized daily by Zionist students, who are employing 
racist, Islamophobic, anti-Arab, anti-Semitic, and anti-Black 
practices that put racialized students at risk.”

“By using this list and maintaining its secrecy,” the activists 
claimed, “these [Zionist students] have made themselves 
complicit in a vicious, racist campaign that attacks the 
fundamental right of racialized Palestinian and pro-Palestine 
students to exist at this university, without fear that they will 
be targeted in reprisal for signing petitions, sharing content on 
social media, or even expressing their views in private.” There 
has been a deliberate process by which Jews on campus are 
now accused of being white and enjoying white privilege, and 
especially if they are Zionists and are also then considered to 
be racists automatically, so the accusation about the Zionist-
created blacklist having as its purpose to track and malign pro-
Palestinian students of color is part and parcel of the trend to 
make the conflict between Israel and the Palestinians about 
race—thus, the ubiquitous allegations about Israeli apartheid, 
the “apartheid wall,” and the “Zionism is racism” slur.

On the race-sensitive McGill campus, the activist 
crybullies unsurprisingly alleged that “The users of the list, 
most of whom appear to be white Zionist individuals or Zionist 
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groups, are mainly targeting racialized students and replicating 
practices that emerge from a system of structural surveillance 
in North America, which seeks to criminalize Black, Brown and 
other racialized peoples” and puts “racialized people at risk.” 
[Emphasis added.]  If such a list even exists, it is certainly not 
for the purpose of targeting and harassing students of color 
or students who happen to support the Palestinian cause. 
Its purpose is clearly not, as the paranoid SPHR members 
suggested, a process aimed at “recreating racist tropes that 
Black, Brown, and other racialized students are criminals whose 
identities, movements, thoughts, and opinions are worthy of 
being watched, surveilled, and harassed.”

Like the data collected from public expressions of radical 
faculty and students with a pronounced and vocal antipathy 
toward the Jewish state, the list’s information can be useful as a 
tool for assessing the background and ideological stance of the 
enemies of Israel, and someone finds his or her name on such 
a list, not because they are an Arab, or black, or some other 
minority, but because they have publicly articulated views that 
are slanderous, dangerous, threatening, genocidal, or revealing 
as anti-Semitic expression.

The activists discovered the list “to their horror” and were 
“incredibly disturbed” by its existence which was a “traumatic 
experience” that made them feel like they were “in grave 
danger.” But why would their words and ideas, written down in 
a file for anyone to refer back to, be more horrible or traumatic 
than the impact of these ideas when they were spoken or written 
or otherwise expressed in the first place, given that all of this 
speech was public? No normal person posts on social media 
with the expectation of privacy, which, after all, is the exact 
opposite of the purpose and result of using social media.
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If these social justice bullies are willing and ready to 
spout forth their toxic narratives about their notion of Israel’s 
depraved and endlessly malign existence, they should expect, 
and be prepared for, a response and reckoning for their words 
and deeds—sometimes of equal or greater intellectual force. 
The crybully cannot expect to launch unrelenting ideological 
attacks on the supporters of Israel and not be answered back, 
confronted with counterarguments, and made to debate history 
and fact when propagating narratives and lies. If the crybully 
does not like being held accountable for his words or does not 
like being quoted for something he has said or written, then 
perhaps he should be silent. Otherwise, he should stand by his 
ideas and defend them without claiming that he is a victim of 
others’ ideology and belief.

The deepest feelings, poet Marianne Moore once observed, 
emerge “not in silence, but restraint.” There’s a lesson there for 
the crybully.
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Lies in the Cognitive War Against Israel

Striking down the falsehoods - one libel at a time.

In the cognitive war against Israel, supporters of what 
historian Bat Ye’or called Palestinianism have come to accept 
the fact that Israel will not be defeated employing traditional 
tools of warfare. Instead, the Jewish state’s enemies, abetted 
by the academic and media elites in the West, have been using 
different, but equally dangerous, tactics to delegitimize and 
eventually destroy Israel in a cognitive war.

By dressing up old hatreds against Jews and transforming 
them into what comprises the “new anti-Semitism,” combined 
with a purported goal of seeking social justice for the oppressed 
and repackaging ugly biases as academic scholarship, professors, 
student activist groups such as Students for Justice in Palestine 
(SJP), and Israel’s other ideological foes have found an effective, 
but odious, way to ensure that the Jew of nations, Israel, is still 
accused of being: a racist, apartheid oppressor of an indigenous 
people; white European Jews with no historical connection to 
the Holy Land who are colonial usurpers of Muslim land; the 
main impediment to Middle East peace; and a brutal military 
occupier of land on which illegal “settlements” are built as a 
way of subjugating an existing innocent population in the quest 
for a Great Israel that will swallow even more territory to which 
the Jews have no legitimate claim.

This is the current narrative in what Melanie Phillips has 
called “the world turned upside down,” an inversion of truth 
and fiction, calumnies and lies targeting the Jewish state in an 
effort to elevate the Palestinian cause, delegitimize Israel, and 
make Israel a pariah in the world community. But this narrative, 
unfortunately, is based on a presentation of lies, a series of 
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repeated tropes about the malignancy and illegality of Israel 
that has little to do with facts, history, or reason. These lies 
are repeated promiscuously until they are accepted as fact, a 
Goebbel-esque tradition which creates a new truth through the 
unrelenting repetition of falsity, disingenuity, and distortions of 
reality.

What follows are some of the major tropes which together 
serve to perpetuate the false narrative about Israel:

The Racism and Apartheid Lie

In what has become a perverse, recurring rite of spring, and 
yet more evidence that universities have become, as Abigail 
Thernstrom has described them, “islands of repression in a sea 
of freedom,” on campuses across America and Canada virulent 
anti-Israel student groups, the brownshirts in the cognitive war 
against Israel, sponsor what is called Israeli Apartheid Week. 

During these hate-fests, students are confronted by mock 
“apartheid walls,” vitriolic guest speakers who defame Israel, 
and posters, demonstrations, and other materials in which the 
actual facts about the Israeli/Palestinian conflict are omitted, 
contorted, or altered to promote the false narrative about Israel’s 
(and Zionism’s) fundamental racist ideology, its illegality 
as a colonial usurper of Palestine, its brutal oppression and 
occupation, and its ethnic cleansing of an indigenous people.

Even before the death of George Floyd last spring in 
Minneapolis, campuses were obsessed with the issue of race, and 
pro-Palestinian groups have been very strategic in positioning 
the conflict between the Jewish state and the Palestinians as 
being, at base, about race. Those who called for boycotts against 
South Africa for its actual inhumane system of apartheid, now 
draw comparisons between Israel and South Africa, falsely 
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claiming that Israel has constructed an analogous system of 
racial subjugation.

At the Israeli Apartheid Week events, radical sponsors 
refer to the Israeli security barrier as an “apartheid wall,” and 
describe it as if it were a massive, unbroken structure that 
cruelly divides Palestinian areas, all in order to create a broader 
misconception about the Palestinians living under a South 
African-style apartheid regime, disingenuously equating race 
restrictions that blacks lived under in Soweto with the open 
society of Israel in which Israeli Arabs have more rights than 
in any Arab state and are asked only not to murder Jews in their 
midst. And Israel’s non-Jewish citizens, comprising some one-
fifth of its total population, are, of course, able to enjoy all the 
civil and human rights enjoyed by Jewish citizens, including 
being able to serve in the Knesset and hold other government 
and professional posts.

But on university campuses, Jews have been successfully 
cast as white, and, the slander goes, Zionism itself is 
fundamentally racist, so that white supremacy and Zionism 
are conveniently, though disingenuously, conflated. At the 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign’s SJP chapter, for 
example, this hateful ideology was on full display when, in a 
September 2017 Facebook post, the group announced that since 
“there is no room for fascists, white supremacists, or Zionists at 
UIUC,” they had organized a rally called “Smashing Fascism: 
Radical Resistance Against White Supremacy.”  

And this assumption is dangerous because, since it is 
accepted widely by the hate-Israel crowd, it has meant that, as 
the UN infamously achieved in 1975, Zionism again will be 
equivalent to racism, and any supporters of Israel can thereby 
be condemned and thrown into that ideological bucket of white 
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supremacists, racists, and neo-Nazis that now seem to so animate 
the imaginations of Democrats, liberals, and marginalized and 
oppressed minorities.

The Lie that Terrorism Against Israeli Occupation is 
Justified

Frequently confronted at anti-Israel demonstrations are 
protestors yelling angry chants, carrying signs, and shouting 
out the oft-heard slogan, “Free, Free Palestine,” or, as they 
regularly scream out, “Palestine will be free, from the river to 
the sea.” That phrase suggests the same situation that a rekindled 
Intifada would help bring about, namely that if the fictive nation 
of “Palestine” is “liberated,” is free, there will, of course, be 
no Israel between the Jordan River and Mediterranean—and no 
Jews.

Another deadly chorus often emanates from protestors 
during these noxious hate-fests: “When people are occupied, 
resistance is justified.” That is an oft-repeated, but disingenuous 
and false notion that stateless terrorists have some recognized 
human right to murder civilians whose government has 
purportedly occupied their territory. That is not true in Judea 
and Samaria and clearly not any longer the case in Gaza, 
where every Jew was removed in 2005 and where there is a 
blockade in effect to prevent the influx of weapons, but clearly 
no occupation or, as commonly referred to, a “siege.”

It may be comforting for Israel’s ideological foes to 
rationalize the murder of Jews by claiming some international 
right to do it with impunity and a sense of righteousness. 
Unfortunately, however, as legal experts have inconveniently 
pointed out, activists expressing this ambition and their terror-
appeasing apologists elsewhere are completely wrong about the 
legitimacy of murder as part of “resistance” to an occupying 
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force. Article IV of the Third Geneva Convention, the statute 
which defines combatants and legitimate targets in warfare, is 
very specific about who may kill and who may be killed, and 
it does not allow for the murder of either Israeli civilians—or 
soldiers—by psychopathic Palestinian terrorists who wear no 
identifying military uniforms and do not follow the accepted 
rules of wars.

So, when pro-Palestinian activists and critics of Israel repeat 
the claim that Palestinians somehow have an internationally 
recognized legal “right” to resist occupation through violent 
means, they are both legitimizing that terror and helping to 
ensure that its lethal use by Israel’s enemies will continue 
unabated.

Those who lend their moral support to terrorism, and who 
continually see the existence of “grievance-based violence” 
as a justifiable tool of the oppressed, have helped introduce 
a sick moral relativism into discussions about radical Islam 
and Palestinianism, not to mention Israel’s right to protect its 
citizens from being slaughtered. And the notion that Israel 
cannot, or should not, retaliate against these rocket attacks until 
a sufficient number of Israelis has been murdered is equally 
grotesque.

And when anti-Israel activists carelessly refer to “state 
violence and control” when describing Israel’s behavior toward 
terrorists and others attempting to murder its citizens, it is 
possibly the result of decades of Arab terror against the Jewish 
state, not the so-called occupation or the presence of Jewish 
settlers in Judea and Samaria. In fact, as historian Efraim Karsh 
has correctly pointed out, it was not the occupation that caused 
Arab terrorism against Israel, at all; in fact, historic and chronic 
aggression toward Israel and the desire to wipe it off the earth 
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and drive all Jews into the sea precipitated the defensive war in 
1967 that precipitated the occupation in the first place.

In fact, the checkpoints, the security barrier, a military 
presence, and other tactical elements of self-defense exist, 
not because of Israel’s cruelty and desire to be randomly 
oppressive, but because these measures have been necessitated 
by, among other things, 20,000 rockets and mortars sent into 
southern Israeli neighborhoods from Gaza by Hamas over the 
past decade, psychopaths with suicide vests, knives, stones, 
guns, and vehicles used as weapons against the IDF and Israeli 
citizens, and the publicly stated policies by Hamas of a sacred 
duty to murder Jews wherever they are found and to never 
accept treaties, peace plans, or Jewish self-determination of any 
kind.

Lies About the So-Called Occupation and the Settlements

When pro-Palestinians, the UN, and diplomats and other 
anti-Israel elites make repeated references to the West Bank and 
Gaza, as well as East Jerusalem, as “Arab” land, they imagine 
the putative Palestinian state in waiting, encumbered only by 
Israeli oppression, the dreaded occupation, and those pesky 
settlers.

This widely held notion that European Jews, with no 
connection to historic Palestine, colonized Arab land and 
displaced the indigenous Palestinian population, of course, 
is a key part of the false narrative against Israel; it serves the 
perverse purpose of validating Arab territorial rights to Judea 
and Samaria, portions of Jerusalem, and Gaza, and, more 
importantly, casts Israelis as squatters who have expropriated 
land that is not lawfully or morally theirs.

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s 2019 confirmation 
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of the legality of the settlements served to reverse the faulty 
historical assumptions and misreading of law that has animated 
the settlement debate, principally the fact that not only all of 
the land that comprises current-day Israel, but also Gaza and 
the West Bank is part of the land granted to the Jews as part of 
the League of Nations Palestine Mandate, which recognized the 
right of the Jewish people to “close settlement” in a portion of 
those territories gained after the breakup of the Ottoman Empire 
after World War I. 

The Six Day War of 1967, in which Israel recaptured Gaza 
and the West Bank, including Jerusalem, resulted in Israel 
being cast in another perfidious role — in addition to colonial 
usurper of Arab land, the Jewish state was described as a 
brutal “occupier” of Arab Palestine, lands to which the Jews 
presumably had no right and now occupied, in the opinion of 
many in the international community, illegally.

But when did Judea and Samaria, Gaza, and East Jerusalem 
become Palestinian land? The answer is: never. In fact, when 
Israel acquired the West Bank and Gaza and other territories 
in 1967 after being attacked by Egypt, Syria, and Jordan, the 
Jewish state gained legally recognized title to those areas. In 
Israel’s 1948 War of Independence, Egypt, it will be recalled, 
illegally annexed Gaza at the same time Jordan illegally annexed 
the West Bank — actions that were not recognized by most of 
the international community as legitimate in establishing their 
respective sovereignties. 

While those seeking Palestinian statehood conveniently 
overlook the legal rights Jews still enjoy that enable them 
to occupy all areas of historic Palestine, they have also used 
another oft-cited, but defective, argument in accusing Israel 
of violating international law by maintaining settlements in 
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the West Bank, claiming that since the Six Day War, Israel 
has conducted a “belligerent occupation.” But as Professor 
Julius Stone discussed in his book, Israel and Palestine, the 
fact that the West Bank and Gaza were acquired by Israel in a 
“sovereignty vacuum,” that is, that there was an absence of High 
Contracting Party with legal claim to the areas, means that, in 
this instance, the definition of a belligerent occupant is invalid. 
So, significantly, the absence of any sovereignty in territories 
acquired in a defensive war—as was the case in the Six Day 
War of 1967—means that it is incorrect to characterize Israel’s 
presence in Judea and Samaria as an occupation, belligerent or 
otherwise.

The matter of Israel violating Article 49 of the Fourth 
Geneva Convention is one that has been used regularly, and 
disingenuously, as part of the cognitive war by those wishing 
to criminalize the creation of Jewish neighborhoods in the West 
Bank and demonize Israel for behavior allegedly in violation 
of international law. It asserts that in allowing its citizens 
(the dreaded settlers) to move into occupied territories, Israel 
violates Article 49, which stipulates that “the occupying Power 
shall not deport or transfer parts of its own civilian population 
into territory it occupies.”

The use of this particular Geneva Convention seems 
particularly grotesque in the case of Israel, since it was crafted 
after World War II specifically to prevent a repetition of the 
actions of the Nazis in cleansing Germany of its own Jewish 
citizens and deporting them to Nazi-occupied countries 
for slave labor or extermination. Clearly, the intent of the 
Convention was to prevent belligerents from forcibly moving 
their citizens to other territories, for malignant purposes — 
something completely different than the Israel government 
allowing its citizens to willingly relocate, build neighborhoods 
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for their families, and settle in territories without any current 
sovereignty, to which Jews have longstanding legal claim, and, 
whether or not the area may become a future Palestinian state, 
should certainly be a place where any person could live, even if 
he or she is a Jew. 

Intersectionality and the Lie About Israel Being an 
Oppressor

The obsession with Israel and its various perceived modes 
of oppression and brutality toward a weak, innocent victim 
group is consistent with the worldview of many academics 
in the humanities and social sciences who increasingly find a 
linkage as they seek to affirm the rights of the victimized and 
name the villains responsible for this oppression. The more that 
seemingly unrelated instances of oppression can be conflated, 
it is thought, the greater the ability to confront these oppressors 
and neutralize the negative effect they have on society at large.

This trend is called “intersectionality,” and it has meant that 
someone who is a gender studies professor, or queer theorist, 
or American studies expert can, with no actual knowledge 
or expertise about the Middle East, readily pontificate on 
the many social pathologies of Israel, based on its perceived 
role as a racist, colonial oppressor of an innocent indigenous 
population of Arab victims. For these Israel-haters, to know one 
victim group is to know any victim group—with Israel being a 
tempting and habitual target of their opprobrium.

The idea of brutal, militarized oppression by Israel of the 
wholly-innocent Palestinian victims is, of course, central to the 
false narrative that propels anti-Israel activism on campuses 
where SJP and other anti-Israel groups have a presence, and 
the current obsession with criticizing and dismantling domestic 
police forces conflates nicely with a discussion about the way 
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oppressive behavior of white American police officers in their 
interaction with blacks and other marginalized groups and 
“people of color.”

The Deadly Exchange campaign, the name Jewish Voice 
for Peace and other anti-Israel groups have given to these 
police training programs, takes the accusation of racism one 
step further, making it part of a global, ongoing campaign to 
slander and delegitimize Israel by ascribing to it the worst moral 
characteristics, including, specifically, the one accusation that is 
the most grievous and unforgivable: racism. And not only does 
it provide yet another opportunity for anti-Israel activists to 
trumpet the predations of the Jewish state, to stress once again 
the alleged racism, apartheid, and ethnic subjugation of Arab 
Palestinians, it can also smear Israel with another, even more 
sinister, accusation: not only has Israel perfected its brutality 
and oppression toward the Palestinians but now, thanks to 
these cooperative training programs with U.S. law enforcement 
personnel, Israel now exports its moral depravity and cruelty, 
and its racism can metastasize itself in minority communities 
in the United States, too. The placards seen at protests for 
years now, reading “From Ferguson to Palestine,” echo that 
very theme, purporting that the racial injustices experienced by 
blacks in America are mirrored in the experience of Palestinians 
who suffer under the similar racism and oppression of Israel.

That Israel has become of the embodiment of evil, that its 
racism, militarism, and oppression now are so powerful that 
they cross borders and infect minority communities in America, 
and that the Jewish state can now be held responsible for bigotry 
on campuses far from its own borders, indicates how powerful 
the anti-Israel narrative has become, and how the obsessive 
hatred by activists against the Jewish state ensures that the 
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oldest hatred shows itself in yet another hateful permutation. 
 
The Lie of Israelis Being the New Nazis

When SJP activists and their invited speakers demonstrate 
against Israel, their speech and literature is peppered with 
allegations about Israel’s alleged “crimes against humanity,” 
“massacres,” “genocide,” and, echoing comments by Turkey’s 
prime minister Tayyip Erdoğan, in their treatment of the 
Palestinians, Israel has demonstrated that “. . . their barbarism 
has surpassed even Hitler’s.”

The Nazification of Israelis—and by extension Jews—is 
both breathtaking in its moral inversion and cruel in the way it 
makes the actual victims of the Third Reich’s horrors a modern-
day reincarnation of that same barbarity, at once ahistorical, 
disingenuous, and grotesque in its moral and factual inaccuracy.

What is the purpose of this grotesque campaign to 
transmogrify the Jewish state into the Third Reich? The 
insidious answer is that once Israel has been tarred with the 
libels of racism and Nazism, the Jewish state has been made 
an international outlaw, a pariah, losing its moral right to even 
exist—exactly, of course, what its foes have consistently sought.  

What is more troubling is that the characterization of the 
Israeli as Nazi is a trope now promulgated by Western elites 
and so-called intellectuals, including a broad contingent of 
academics who are complicit in, and in fact intellectual enablers 
of, the campaign to defame Israel by Nazifying its people and 
accusing Jews again of being the world’s moral and existential 
enemies as demonstrated by their oppression and brutality 
toward the ‘long-suffering Palestinians.’ Thus, campus anti-
Israel hate-fests sponsored by radical student groups have such 
repellant names as “Holocaust in the Holy Land,” “Israel: The 
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Politics of Genocide,” or “Israel: The Fourth Reich,” creating 
a clear, though mendacious, linkage between Nazism and 
Zionism—clear examples of both Holocaust minimization 
and inversion and both contemporary versions of anti-Semitic 
thought and expression.

That same trope is repeated and reinforced by other 
academics, such as Richard Falk, professor emeritus of 
International Law and Policy at Princeton University and the 
UN’s former, preposterously-titled “Special Rapporteur on the 
situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied 
since 1967,” who wondered aloud if it was “an irresponsible 
overstatement to associate the treatment of Palestinians with 
this criminalized Nazi record of collective atrocity?” on the 
part of Israel, and then quickly answered his own question by 
saying, “I think not.”

At Columbia University’s department of Department of 
Middle Eastern, South Asian, and African Studies (MESAAS), 
Joseph Massad, an associate professor of modern Arab politics, 
as another example, never misses an opportunity to denigrate 
the Jewish state as a racist, colonial enterprise, a moral stain on 
the world without any semblance of legitimacy, and Israelis, as 
he never tires of mentioning, have become the new Nazis and 
the Palestinians the new Jews. “As Palestinians are murdered 
and injured in the thousands,” he wrote after Operation Cast 
Lead when Israel was defending itself against some relentless 
rockets attacks from Gaza into civilian neighborhoods, “world 
powers are cheering on . . , and it even happened during World 
War II as the Nazi genocide was proceeding.”

This is a lethal narrative because, when it is believed, the 
world naturally asks itself: if Israel is a Nazi-like, apartheid 
regime, standing in opposition to everything for which the 
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civilized community of nations stands, who would not hold 
Israel accountable and judge it harshly for its transgressions? 
That against all historical evidence and the force of reason 
the calumny against Israel that it is a murderous, sadistic, and 
genocidal regime has been successfully promoted and continues 
to gain traction indicates that Israel’s academic defamers have 
been successful in inverting history as part of the modern-day 
incarnation of the world’s oldest hatred.

Lies About a Jewish Connection to Jerusalem and the Holy 
Land

As he and others in the Muslim world are wont to do, in 
2012, Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas continued a long 
tradition of attempting to de-Judaize Jerusalem by expressing 
his mendacious notion that “Jerusalem’s identity is Arab, and 
the city’s and Christian holy sites must be protected from Israeli 
threats.” The same scholar of history who wrote a doctoral 
dissertation that questioned the extent and truthfulness of the 
Holocaust was now making his own historical claim that there 
had never been a Jewish presence and history in Judaism’s 
holiest city.

In characterizing East Jerusalem—or any part of Jerusalem, 
for that matter—as territory that Israel “occupies” but over 
which it enjoys no sovereignty, Abbas was misreading, once 
again, the content and purpose of 1967’s U.N. Security Council 
Resolution 242 that suggested an Israeli withdrawal “from 
territories” it acquired in the Six-Day War.  Critics of Israeli 
policy who either willfully misread or deliberately obscure the 
resolution’s purpose say that the Jewish State is in violation 
of 242 by continuing to occupy the West Bank and Jerusalem, 
including what is mistakenly now referred to as “Arab” East 
Jerusalem.  But the drafters of Resolution 242 were very precise 
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in creating the statute’s language, and they never considered 
Jerusalem to have been “occupied” by Israel after the Six-Day 
War.  Former U.S. ambassador to the U.N., Arthur Goldberg, 
one of the resolution’s authors, made this very clear when he 
wrote some years later that “Resolution 242 in no way refers 
to Jerusalem, and this omission was deliberate[.] ... At no time 
in [my] many speeches [before the U.N.] did I refer to East 
Jerusalem as occupied territory.”

Along with their unwavering and various demands, 
including a “right of return” of all refugees and sovereignty over 
the Temple Mount, the Palestinians now insist that Jerusalem 
must be divided to give them a capital in its eastern portion as 
the location of their new state. That view is troubling because it 
reveals a pattern in which Arabs endow Jerusalem with intense 
significance to serve purposes of political expediency.  

Dore Gold, Israel’s U.N. ambassador from 1997 to 1999, 
observed in his book, The Fight for Jerusalem: Radical Islam, 
the West, and the Future of the Holy City, how many in the 
Muslim world, and even some individuals in the West, have 
begun a sinister process aimed at establishing a spiritual 
as well as political presence in Jerusalem for Islam, while 
simultaneously diminishing Jewish historical links to the city. 
Gold believes that this trend began at the 2000 Camp David 
meetings, when Yasser Arafat first stated loudly and publicly to a 
shocked President Bill Clinton his breathtaking belief that there 
had never been a Jewish temple at the Temple Mount. Arafat, 
according to Gold, thereby tossed “a stone of historical lies into 
a lake and its ripples spread all over the Middle East. ‘Temple 
Denial’ became a common theme at seminars in the UAE or in 
Jordan in the years that followed. European professors joined 
this anti-biblical trend.”
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Palestinian propagandists, along with their apologists in 
the West, have, of course, assiduously attempted to rewrite 
a historical narrative with themselves as an indigenous 
people and Israelis as European colonial usurpers with no 
real connection to the land of what became Israel. So, to 
overcome that inconvenient set of facts, Barnard professor 
Nadia Abu El-Haj, as one egregious example, contended in 
her mendacious book, Facts on the Ground: Archaeological 
Practice and Territorial Self-Fashioning in Israeli Society, that 
Israeli-directed archeologists took it upon themselves to sift 
through a past rich with Muslim relics, but ignored them, and 
looked for, identified, and recorded only those findings which 
confirmed a historical Jewish connection to the land. “The work 
of archaeology in Palestine/Israel is a cardinal institutional 
location for the ongoing practice of colonial nationhood,” El-
Haj writes with the politicized syntax of her ideological mentor, 
Columbia’s Edward Said, “producing facts through which 
historical-national claims, territorial transformations, heritage 
objects, and historicities [sic] ‘happen.’”

Her book has been widely denounced precisely because 
it seems not to be authentic scholarship on archeology of the 
Holy Land at all, but a revisionist history based on political 
ideology—the notion that any historical relationship between 
Jews and Jerusalem, indeed to Israel itself, is merely a construct, 
a fiction, a professional fraud hoisted upon the world of 
scholarship by Israel archeologists who sifted through digs and 
artificially ‘built’ a historical link between the Jews and Israel, 
thus, of course, denying the Palestinians their own historic 
connection. If the Jewish claim to the Holy Land is degraded, 
the Palestinian claim, naturally, is elevated and made more 
valid, but, of course, that is an inversion of the truth, something 
which Israeli journalist Nadav Shragai has aptly called a “tissue 
of lies.”
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Pseudo-Science and Lies Against the Jewish State

In the regular chorus of defamation against Israel by a 
world infected with Palestinianism, a new, more odious trend 
has begun to show itself: the blood libel has been revivified, 
but, to position Israel and Zionism as demonic agents in the 
community of nations, its primitive superstitions are now 
masked with a veneer of academic scholarship and politicized 
scientific study.

When alleged brutal military assaults and Israel’s use of 
weaponry cannot be blamed for causing health damage to non-
Jews, Israel-haters are quick to condemn the alleged general 
oppression of Zionist occupation and brutality as detriments to 
Arab health and happiness.

In 2005, for example, Psychologists for Social 
Responsibility took it upon itself to “condemn the Israeli 
Army’s use of psychological warfare against the Gaza 
population.” Israel, the group claimed, did so through the use of 
F-16 jet plane-generated “sonic booms” that are a “particularly 
pernicious form of psychological warfare.”

While they begrudgingly admitted that the reason jet 
soirees were initiated against the Gazan population in the first 
place was the hundreds of rockets that had been raining down 
on Israeli neighborhoods in southern Israel, the psychologists’ 
concern never seemed to extend to Jewish children, nor did they 
call for an end to the terrorism that Israeli military operations 
were attempting to curtail.

But the sonic booms, nevertheless, were unacceptable.

That same year, as part of an unrelenting campaign to 
discredit Israel’s security barrier and position it as an “apartheid 
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wall” that is emblematic of Zionism’s essential racism, the 
Palestinian Counseling Center concocted a “scientific” survey 
of the psychological effects on Palestinian mental health of 
what it called Israel’s “Annexation and Expansion Wall” on the 
residents in five villages in the Kalkilya district.

Tellingly, that same year the International Court of Justice 
had declared the separation barrier illegal, deciding that Israel’s 
right to defend its citizenry from murder could be trumped by 
the human rights of Palestinians who might be inconvenienced 
by the presence of the barrier.

More ominously, the existence of the wall was blamed for 
“the emergence of psychological symptoms among the adults, 
such as feeling of loneliness and other physical symptoms such 
as difficulty in breathing and stomach pains.”

Instead of evaluating the Palestinian culture of death that 
is inculcated into children, from kindergarten until high school, 
in which they are taught to hate Jews and strive for martyrdom 
and examining whether those bits of psychological baggage 
might themselves have a negative effect on emotional growth, 
any adverse emotional or psychological symptoms were linked 
to the mere presence of the wall. The entire “occupation” has 
become a target for scientists who attempt to link the general 
oppression of Zionism with pathologies in Palestinian society.

Even when Israel is engaged in what would by normal 
standards be considered as humanitarian aid—as it was with its 
immediate response to the Haiti earthquake when Israel sent a 
contingent of medical teams who set up state-of-the-art medical 
facilities in Port au Prince—those who wish to continually 
defame the Jewish state were able to invent offense, even in 
Haiti.
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The insidious claim came from Baroness Jenny Tonge, 
former health spokeswoman in the House of Lords, who, while 
praising the IDF on the one hand, also suggested that Israeli 
soldiers were harvesting organs from Haitian victims. The 
Palestinian Telegraph, a publication of which Tonge is a 
patron, ran an article titled “Focus on Israel: Harvesting Haitian 
Organs” by a Boston-based blogger who seeks “justice for 
all the oppressed peoples of the world like the long-suffering 
people of Haiti and the Palestinians,” and who accused Israel of 
a “crime against humanity,” based, of course, on absolutely no 
evidence or facts.

Scholarly publications have also been intellectually 
hijacked with spurious studies that have a fundamental bias to 
them that discredits the validity of any research. The Canadian 
Journal of Psychiatry, for example, ran an article entitled “The 
prevalence of psychological morbidity in West Bank Palestinian 
children,” written, oddly enough, by a junior surgical resident 
and a microbiologist.

When members of Scholars for Peace in the Middle East 
(SPME), an organization of academics seeking balance in 
discussion of the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, became aware 
of this bit of defective scholarship, they analyzed the paper 
themselves and found that it was an example of “weak science, 
which included the lack of evidence or references, the lack of 
appropriate scientific design, the choice of nonstandardized 
test instruments and the inaccurate citing of the psychological 
literature.” What is more, the authors’ original thesis, “that 
‘settlement encroachment’ was responsible for the problems of 
Palestinian children,” had relied on the psychiatric “expertise” 
of none other than linguist Noam Chomsky, whose loathing of 
Israel is widely known, to help draw the study’s conclusions.
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Supporters of the Palestinian cause have come to accept 
the fact that Israel will not be defeated through the use of 
traditional tools of warfare. Instead, the Jewish state’s enemies 
in the Middle East, abetted by their supporters in the West, 
have begun to use different, but equally dangerous, tactics to 
delegitimize Israel in the hope of eventually destroying it.

No more salient example of that type of mendacious 
academic output can be found than in an odious 2017 book by 
Rutgers professor Jasbir K. Puar published by Duke University 
Press, The Right to Maim: Debility, Capacity, Disability. The 
thesis of Puar’s book is formed by her examination of “Israeli 
tactical calculations of settler colonial rule,” which, she 
asserts, is “that of creating injury and maintaining Palestinian 
populations as perpetually debilitated, and yet alive, in order to 
control them.”

In other words, Puar’s core notion is that Israeli military 
tactics — as an extension of its political policies — involve 
the deliberate “stunting,” “maiming,” physical disabling, and 
scientific experimenting with Palestinian lives, an outrageous 
and grotesque resurrection of the classic anti-Semitic trope that 
Jews purposely, and sadistically, harm and kill non-Jews.

“The Israeli Defense Forces (idf) have [sic] shown a 
demonstrable pattern over decades of sparing life, of shooting 
to maim rather than to kill. This is ostensibly a humanitarian 
practice,” she admits, although it results in “leaving many 
civilians ‘permanently disabled’ in an occupied territory of 
destroyed hospitals, rationed medical supplies, and scarce 
resources.” So, while Puar reluctantly admits that Israel 
purposely limits the lethality of its self-defense through restraint 
and tactical control, she still accuses it of using violence and 
injury as a tactical tool of a settler state to maintain control 
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of a vulnerable indigenous population. It is both sadistic and 
exploitative, she contends, because it maintains a purportedly 
unjust and illegal occupation and the oppression of a victim 
people.

Of course, no acknowledgement from Puar is ever 
forthcoming as to the reasons “why the most intensive practice 
of the biopolitics of debilitation,” the use of force against the 
civilian Palestinian population, exists in the first place; that 
is, that Israel’s so-called brutal occupation and its military 
incursions are necessitated by Arab aggression and terrorism, 
and the use of force, the maiming of the Palestinians, are not 
random occurrences based on the whims of a sadistic Israeli 
military, but a reaction to and the result of unrelenting terroristic 
attacks in which psychopathic jihadists have attempted to 
murder Jews with knives, trucks, bombs, rockets, and rifles 
since Israel’s founding.
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